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With Pandora Stories, artists and creators can add their 
voices to playlists and mixtapes. It’s the newest addition to 
AMP, Pandora’s suite of free and powerful tools for creators. 
The ability to combine music and storytelling allows artists 
to give their music more context while forging an even 
deeper connection with their fans, new and old. 

PANDORA
STORIES

Artists can:
• Share the stories behind the making of their   
   music – influences, recording process, etc.
• Supplement a podcast with a companion     
   playlist using their own voice tracks.
• Create a virtual setlist, complete with
   between song banter.
• Program and promote career retrospectives,
   or deep dives into single albums.
• Share their current favorite music with 
   their fans.
• Offer custom exclusive Stories as a 
   premium or special offering for supporters 
   on crowdfunding platforms.
• Curate content from our music and media     
   library without paying any licensing fees.
• Hype their next release, performance, 
   new merch, etc.

https://www.ampplaybook.com/pandora-stories-signup
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As a team, like every company, we had to figure out 
remote working and adapt our business to the new 
realities, not to mention (again, like everyone) the 
stresses around keeping ourselves and our friends 
and families safe.

But here we are, at the end of 2020, proud of our 
team and also proud of the wider music industry. 
Hard work, innovation and lessons learned for 
the future is the story of 2020, rather than the 
coronavirus. We hope this report gets that across.

Stuart Dredge
Editor, 
Music Ally

Music Ally’s final report every year picks 
out the key trends of the past 12 months 
that we’ve seen in the music industry and 
its digital ecosystem. 

Perhaps the 2020 edition should just be a giant 
printable poster of the Covid-19 coronavirus. But 
nobody wants that on their walls.

As you’re hopefully well aware, Music Ally’s culture 
is one of curiosity and optimism. Our company was 
founded in 2002 at the height of the music industry’s 
misery around online piracy, and right from the start 
our message was that beyond filesharing there were 
so many reasons to be excited about how digital 
technology could shape the industry.

That natural optimism didn’t always come easily in 
2020. 
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good viral-marketing strategy" – still true by the way) then 
a story wondering "could the coronavirus outbreak affect 
music conferences?' a week later.

Just a bit. Plus shutting down the entire live industry in many 
countries; sending populations into lockdown; separating 
families; spurring a mass shift to home-working; and killing 
more than 1.6 million people globally.

Well, what else would be the biggest trend of this cursed 
year? We racked our brains for a way to relegate Covid-19 in 
the rankings, but the novel coronavirus reigns supreme.

Embarrassingly, the first two mentions of it in our daily 
bulletins in 2020 were a jokey 'Little Something Extra' on 6 
February ("SoundCloud rappers! Telling a plane full of your 
fellow passengers that you may have coronavirus is NOT a 

The year of 
Covid-19

1.
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Covid-19 has changed the way we live and work, and it's 
put large swathes of the music industry into real financial 
hardship: not just musicians, but the teams around them 
when they play live.

For several months, we ran a regular 'positive news' roundup 
story in our bulletin, talking about the industry relief efforts 
and other support for musicians and their teams.

In a tough period, these were bright spots of an industry 
that's famously good at cats-in-a-bag squabbles coming 
together to help out.

From Bandcamp Fridays and the campaigns to save 
independent venues from MVT and NIVA to relief funds, 
accelerated royalty payouts and advances, writing about 
these initiatives kept our spirits up, and hopefully yours as 
you read about them.

(We're only sad we didn't keep 
that slot going long enough to get 
the 'Dolly Parton [left] funds first 
Covid-19 vaccine' news. But what a 
story that was!)

2020 is also a tale of innovation 
amid crisis, and that's something that 
hopefully comes through in the rest 
of this report.

Artists and music companies alike 
dived in to new opportunities and 
platforms, and experimented with 
every way possible to connect with 
fans. The lessons learned are far from 
just a 2020 thing: they are what will 
help the music industry grow over the 
next decade and beyond.

We are not out of the woods yet, by any means. The first 
Covid-19 vaccines are being distributed now, but the bulk 
of concertgoing audiences will need to wait their turn, so 
in many countries the live industry will also have to wait to 
reopen. Meanwhile, collecting societies have warned that the 
hardest hit for performance royalty payouts is yet to come.
More support is needed, and 2020's experience makes us 
optimistic that it will come. Planning is also going to be key, 
from live companies working out how to run Covid-safe 
events to governments and other policymakers putting 
funding in place to help the cultural sector – music included – 
bounce back in a truly sustainable way. 

That's the tone of this report in a nutshell: looking forward to 
better times ahead, fuelled by the lessons we've learned from 
musicians' and the music industry's response to Covid-19. 
There are big challenges ahead, but this industry and its 
wonderful community of creators can meet them.
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revenues and/or public performance incomes dropped off a 
cliff due to Covid-19.

There are objectively good (critically-acclaimed, awards-
nominated with decent fan followings) artists who are 
struggling to pay the rent, or even giving up on music as a 
career. This is also all true.

2020 has been a pivotal year for the debates about how 
streaming rewards the creators of music, as well as the 
companies who hold its rights or deliver it to listeners.
As ever, Spotify was the lightning rod (or frequently the 
whipping boy) for the most heated criticisms of streaming, 

Streaming saved the music industry from piracy, it's making 
a number of artists and songwriters rich, and it's making the 
global major music companies VERY rich. 

Even further down it's helping independent artists build 
sustainable careers, and independent labels and publishers 
grow their businesses with predictable revenue streams. 

And of course, streaming remains brilliant for music fans. This 
is all true.

Streaming is also not-so-brilliant for a lot of artists and 
songwriters though, especially in a year when their live 

2.Streaming economics 
scrutinised like  
never before
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although in the latter part of the year the major labels started 
to draw more of the heat too.

Fair contracts is one demand that should be easy to embrace, 
and already is when it comes to new contracts for emerging 
artists, whose managers are well-versed in the opportunities 
available outside the label system.

Going back to remedy the wrongs done to past artists is 
more of a tangle, but making good-faith attempts to unknot it 
would win labels goodwill.

Swinging behind a trial or two of user-centric licensing would 
also be welcome. Not because the model solves streaming's 
inequities at a stroke – it probably wouldn't change things 
that much – but because it would be a positive step in the 
right direction.

The calls for 'equitable remuneration' at the UK's 
parliamentary inquiry into streaming economics – and the 
warm reception they seem to be getting there – hint that in 
some countries, politicians may have a say in how some of 
the streaming lucre is divided too.

Pricing increases for streaming subscriptions? These seem 
to be finally on the agenda for DSPs in 2021, with Spotify 
talking up the minimal impact (in terms of people cancelling 
their subs) of its pricing increase tests in several countries.
Again, it's a step rather than a panacea solution, but the time 
seems right if and when the world and its economies emerge 
from the immediate crisis of Covid-19.

Spotify boss Daniel Ek (above) was right when he told us, 
in the July interview that sparked an online storm, that lots 
of artists doing well from streaming aren't talking about 
it publicly, skewing the debate towards those who are 
struggling.

The implication in his comments that the latter are clinging to 
outdated release strategies and/or not working hard enough 
was not correct. 2020's task for all of us in our industry is 
to make sure talented, hard-working musicians who don't 
stream well are not left behind.

Much of that work will go on outside streaming, to help those 
artists tap all the available income streams: D2C, fan funding, 
livestreams and all the rest. But there are improvements to be 
made to the streaming business that can help too, hopefully 
with the full support rather than the obstruction of our 
industry's biggest DSPs and rightsholders.

thethereport ❱ Trends
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a lot depends on how that money gets spent, and over what 
period of time, and on attitudes inside the companies."

Fellow panelist on that show, Kobalt's Mulika Sannie, agreed 
that the steps should be meaningful.

"By the end of this year they should be able to show the 
steps they have taken to make sure their companies are more 
diverse – whether it be more Black employees at senior level 
or just more than in the industry. Because you can do that in 
six months," she said.

Here we are at the end of 2020, and amid the widespread 
relief at merely making it to Christmas (nearly!) with a 

"This is definitely potentially a moment for real change," 
industry veteran Keith Harris (pictured above) told our Music 
Ally TV Show in June, as he considered the impact of the 
#TheShowMustBePaused campaign to tackle racism and 
inequality within the music industry.

"This is the first time I ever remember major companies 
coming up with real money to try to do something. Obviously 

3.#TheShowMustBe 
FastForwarded
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Covid-19 vaccine being rolled out, December hasn't seen 
that much public discussion about whether the flurry of 
corporate promises and social justice funds in June has 
translated into meaningful change yet.

There have been a lot of good things to report on 
since June, including the fact that the leaders of 
#TheShowMustBePaused, Jamila Thomas and Brianna 
Agyemang (pictured on Billboard cover above), have published 
a clear set of "actionable items" to hold the industry to its 
promises. They, and the Black Music Action Coalition, will not 
stay silent if progress is too slow.

Some of the biggest companies already have more women 
and non-white people on their boards, and partnerships are 
being forged with the grassroots organisations who were 
already doing good work in diversity and inclusion.

That's one key point: the activity that was already going on 
at the entry points and emerging levels of the music industry 
has increased: from paid internships and mentoring networks 
to directories of Black touring experts or women engineers 
and producers.

This is all really important, but an ever-widening pipeline 
of talent is no use if it continues to be stymied by a lack of 
opportunities further up the ladder. 

That's why activist organisations and the growing number of 
industry diversity studies are so important too, to keep the 
pressure up.

In 2021 as in 2020, all of this should not be seen in a negative 
light. It's about an industry modernising itself, and preparing 
for an exciting future where the demographics of its workers 
truly match those of its audiences.

'We're not racist or sexist, we just wanted to hire the most 
talented people,' is one of the traditional responses to 
questions about why those talented people all look like the 
person doing the hiring.

As we go into 2021, though, it's more widely understood 
that: Yes! Hiring the most talented people is crucial, and that's 
what diversity and inclusion is about: creating a talent pool as 
wide as possible.

But as Harris, Sannie and others made clear in 2020,  
actions are what counts: January will be an important  
time to take stock of the progress made so far, and the next 
steps required.
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to put tariffs in place, but an almighty row in the UK over 
proposed rates by PRS for Music shows the potential for 
tension.

Meanwhile, with the likes of Twitch and Instagram warning 
users off streaming DJ sets, there's a lot more work to be 
done to put the structures in place to ensure songwriters 
are fairly rewarded.

That's a job for 2021, and it already seems clear that when 
live concerts return at scale, livestreams could and should 
still be an exciting part of our industry's digital mix. Their 
long term role is less a sticking plaster for missing concerts, 
and more as a way for artists to bring their live experiences 
to fans in countries they're not visiting in the near future.

Other questions include how many of those livestreaming 
startups will survive, as this area matures and expectations 
sharpen from artists, managers and promoters. Bigger fish 
from the online video and live industry alike will be hovering 
to assess when to buy rather than build in-house.

There is also the question of how the big western DSPs will 
do more with livestreams. As we explain later in this report, 
YouTube Music and Amazon Music are well-placed here 
thanks to YouTube and Twitch respectively, while Tencent 
Music has been doing big numbers with its TME Live events.

Apple Music and Spotify are already dabbling in livestreams 
too though: at what point might this evolve into a world 
where artists can 'go live' on their streaming service 
of choice, rather than just on the social platforms? 
Livestreaming was a big trend of 2020, but it's far from a 
Covid-era craze.

"SXSW cancelled due to coronavirus: so what next for 
music?" asked our story on 9 March about one of the first 
big dominos to fall in 2020's big live shutdown.

"For individual artists the outbreak may encourage some 
digital improvisation: for example, exploring whether 
livestreams and tips economies can replace some of those 
lost live revenues," we suggested.

Yep. According to Bandsintown, which has been tracking 
livestreamed performances, there have been more than 60k 
of them since March from nearly 20,000 artists.

What started as largely-improvised performances, chats and 
DJ sets on Instagram and YouTube has evolved to the point 
where more than half of current livestreams are ticketed. 

Dozens of startups have sprung up offering to help artists go 
live; the bigger platforms have rolled out new features; and 
the creative ambitions for what's possible with a livestream – 
from staging to interactivity – are pushing on at pace.

Livestreams have been generating tangible and much-
needed income for artists, and we should not ignore the 
important benefits to their wellbeing too from being able 
to perform live and connect with fans – even if it's through 
cheery chat messages rather than cheering crowds.

The fact that fans are willing to pay for (or during) livestreams 
is one of the encouraging lessons of 2020. On the less 
positive side, the sudden surge in these performances is 
causing some headaches on the licensing side.

Collecting societies like Socan and Sacem moved quickly 

4.Livestreaming takes 
centre stage
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While TikTok took all the headlines (or 
at least it felt like that during August), 
short video developed quickly elsewhere 
too. YouTube moved to keep its creator 
community on-platform and beta-launched 
Shorts, a 15-second vertical video format. 
Currently available in beta to users in India, 
YouTube is now testing a Shorts icon on 
the central navigation of the mobile app, 
suggesting that short, buzzy videos could 
be a permanent offering on the online 
video buffet.

India was a hotbed of short video 
fragmentation and experimentation 
after TikTok was amongst a host of 
Chinese-owned apps banned during 

tensions between the 
two countries. Short 
video apps Roposo, Zili, 
and Dubsmash were 
immediately downloaded 
a collective 21.8 million 
times, and Moj claimed 
50m users within a month 
of launch. In November, 
Roposo announced it 
had passed the 100m 

download figure in November, and the Indian short video 
user base is now 180m – and rising.

Amongst all this hyper-growth was a pot-pourri of short 
video activity: Instagram redesigned its homescreen to push 
its short video format Reels; Spotify filed a patent for a 
feature allowing users to create short “video moments” with 
accompanying music; video creation app Trash was acquired 
by VSCO; Reddit bought Dubsmash; and Snap bought the 
intriguing Voisey, an app for users to make and collaborate 
on their own original 15-second loops of music and video. 
Oh, and Facebook shut down its TikTok-inspired app Lasso.

While the widespread adoption and maturation of  
platforms often smooth out the early wrinkles that catapult 
unknowns to global fame, there’s no sign that interest is 
waning in short-form video – and its powerful hold over 
viral music discovery, fan-creativity, and sharing is unlikely 
to diminish soon.

It makes sense that short video, where simple but endless 
cultural remixing and wild creativity meet, boomed in a 
year when teens have been kicking their heels even more 
than normal. Instead of pondering when the fabled “social 
network for music” may arrive, perhaps consider that a 
billion bored schoolkids just went and made it on their own 
terms on platforms like TikTok, where memefication of 
music and a clear two-way relationship between artists and 
fans has flourished.

The bizarre flurry of news in August – when President 
Trump discovered that first threatening to ban, and then 
demanding the sale of, one of the most popular smartphone 
apps was a useful distraction from a litany of more pressing 
issues – only underlines the enormous role that apps like 
TikTok now play in our daily lives.

Confirmation of the fruitfully symbiotic relationship 
between TikTok and music came just before the end of the 
year when the platform revealed that 176 different songs 
surpassed 1 billion video views as TikTok sounds in 2020, 
and that the top 10 songs alone saw more than 60bn views. 
Labels have pounced on TikTok as a powerful marketing and 
A&R tool: Drake's 'Toosie Slide' reached 1bn views in three 
days, and 15 trending tracks topped the Billboard chart in 
the US. 

5.TikTok and the  
short video boom 
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Hipgnosis's acquisition in 
September of publisher 
Big Deal Music was 
fascinating in that 
context: signifying an 
intention to go out and 
bring new income streams 
in for its catalogues. The 
UMPG / Dylan deal also 
showed that the major 
publishers will not shy 

away from bidding wars with 
the disruptors.

Among the questions being 
asked about all this as we go 
into 2020: are these prices for 
catalogue a bubble, and if so, 
when will it burst? And also: 
are the businesses fuelling 
this boom solid, or houses of 
cards? And does that matter 
if someone with even deeper 
pockets ultimately swoops in 
to buy them before the cards 
come falling down?

We'll see. In the wider world of 
publishing there are other issues 
keeping executives awake at 
night too. The appeal by some 
streaming services against new 
songwriter royalty rates in the 

US has not been settled yet, and the process may run into 
the next rate-setting process.

Licensing, too, is still a hot potato for publishers. The 
NMPA has proved adept at dragging unwilling tech firms to 
the licensing table, but we'd love to see more deals inked 
without the need for those disputes.

Livestreaming, short video, fitness services... the digital 
space is awash with opportunities for publishers as well as 
labels. From majors to indies to the disrupter song funds, 
there are lots of deals to be done, and income secured for 
the all-important songwriters in our industry.

Hipgnosis Songs Fund has spent 
$1.59bn buying up catalogues of songs 
since going public in July 2018. Round 
Hill Music's latest music royalty fund is 
a cool $291m. Bob Dylan's songwriting 
catalogue is rumoured to have cost 
Universal Music Publishing Group 
more than $300m.

The feeding frenzy around publishing 
catalogues shows no sign of letting 
up just yet, with a parade of heritage 
artists and pop songwriters banking 
big cheques in 2020 in return for their 
rights.

This, despite the fact that 2020 was also 
a year of protests by songwriters about 
the royalties they get from streaming, 
and also a year when recording artists 
were being encouraged to – if possible – 
hold on to their master rights rather than 
give them up to labels.

It's not a contradiction: not least because 
artists who manage to keep their master 
rights open up the possibility to sell 
them on later in their careers, while the 
publicity around songwriter streaming 
rates may well be a spur for many of 
those heritage artists to take the upfront 
cheque now.

The frenetic activity around catalogues 
this year has said something powerful 
about the value of songs en masse, and the predictability (in 
the eyes of investors) of their future income from streaming.

Tensions have come from the way Hipgnosis in particular 
has aggressively been raising money – then spending 
it almost immediately – to play a large role in setting 
expectations about how much those catalogues are worth.

It's no surprise to see some of the established publishing giants 
taking potshots at the influx of investment capital, including 
wondering whether the companies spending it are really 
equipped to manage their works, rather than just own them.

6.Catalogue shopping 
ramps up in earnest 
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Anchor was also the core of Spotify's most disruptive 
music-related podcast launch in 2020: the 'shows with 
music' format that embeds full tracks within podcasts, and 
counts each of them as a royalty-bearing stream when 
listened to.

("If the company puts some thought and resources into how 
Anchor’s community of podcasters could include music in 
their shows; and how that music and those shows could 
generate proper royalties for rightsholders, artists and 
songwriters, it could be really interesting," we'd written in 
March, seven months before the new format launched. By 
which time, admittedly, we'd forgotten about making that 
prediction so didn't trumpet our prescience.)

2021 will be very interesting if Spotify identifies talented 
Anchor creators making shows with music and really 
pushes them on its platform. A talent pool of Potential 
Next Joe Rogans that could have a meaningful impact on 
the artists whose songs they use, and thus assuage some 
rightsholders' fears about podcasts cannibalising music.

Those fears are real, mind: not just about more people 
listening more to podcasts and less to music, but about 
what might come in the next set of licensing renewals with 
Spotify. That said, 22% of its audience currently listen to 
podcasts: 70.4 million people, but that means nearly 250 
million who still only use it for music.

The other trend we'd identify in podcasts is Spotify pulling 
the rest of the music streaming world along with it. Amazon 
Music added podcasts in September, while Deezer and 
Pandora continued to build their catalogues of spoken-word 
shows and give them more prominence on their services.

Apple, the longtime leader in the podcasts space, continues 
to keep them separate from Apple Music, but is expected to 
redouble its efforts in 2021 to respond to the Spotify threat.

On 6 February 2019, the day Spotify announced its 'Audio-
First' drive into podcasts, the company's market cap (value) 
was $24.5bn. As we write this report in December 2020, it's 
worth $60.4bn, a few days after hitting a record $65.1bn.

That growth isn't entirely about podcasts, but non-music 
content is a big part of the story, which is why Spotify 
continues to throw money at its spoken-word expansion.
In 2020 it acquired The Ringer for €138m in cash (with 
€32m more to come over the next five years). "I think we 
bought the next ESPN," said CEO Daniel Ek at the time.

In May the company reportedly paid more than $100m to 
secure exclusivity to The Joe Rogan Experience, one of the 
most popular podcasts, while also securing shows from the 
likes of Michelle Obama, Addison Rae and Kim Kardashian 
West. And now the Duke and Duchess of Sussex to round 
the year off, along with one more acquisition: ad-tech 
company Megaphone for $235m.

Star power and big-bucks buys hog the headlines, but there 
are other just as important planks to its podcasting strategy.
Anchor, for example: the show-creation app acquired for 
around $140m in February 2019. 70% of the 1.9m podcasts 
on Spotify were made with it.

7.Pod-casting a  
spell over the 
streaming world 
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in Epic Games, the company 
behind the hit game.

While Fortnite caught the 
music industry’s attention, 
other games quietly trundled 
to ubiquity. Every week, half 
of all children aged 9-12 in the 
USA play Roblox, a platform 
that allows games to be built 
and played within it. Roblox 
allows for rapid innovation and 
integration – and Popgun, the AI 
music startup ported its Splash 
app to the platform, allowing 
users to make music in a virtual 
club with Popgun’s AI-generated 
beats and loops. 

The sheer number of young people who are personally 
invested in various gaming franchises is what makes them 
so tempting to marketing teams: in October, Ava Max 
launched her new album in Roblox, and 1.2m people turned 
up to watch – Lil Nas X will perform there soon too. 

Artists, starved of opportunities to perform, got creative 
with games and were popping up all over the place: T-Pain 
appeared on a “late-night talk show” set in Animal Crossing: 
New Horizons, Mat Zo completed a five-date virtual tour in 
Minecraft, and Stormzy made a guest appearance in Watch 
Dogs Legion, and launched his new single with a video set 
inside the game. 

Licensing music to video games is old hat now but still big 
business, and the tail is starting to wag the dog, as games 
start to use music as a starting point. Huge free-to-play 
football-with-cars game Rocket League is focussing its new 
‘season’ on music, cementing its existing relationship with 
Monstercat, which has now licensed over 90 tracks and 
launched a new track from Kaskade and Will K in the game 
itself.

The relationship between gaming and music is a reciprocal 
one and it’s now an obvious point of collaboration for artists 
teams everywhere: artists that know their fanbase know 
which games they love, and can then deliver them music in 
ever-inventive ways.

The gaming industry began the year with record revenues 
of $120.1bn which – insert a standard ‘comparing apples 
to oranges’ disclaimer here – towers over the $20.2bn in 
2019’s global recorded music revenues as reported by the 
IFPI (which grew by an impressive 8.2%).

But while events in 2020 proved how important 
music is to the popularity of video games – and those 
remarkable revenue figures – the ever-closer relationship 
between music, artists and games shows how rapidly 
the opportunities for music to reach new audiences are 
multiplying.

Perhaps the headline music/gaming event of the year was 
Travis Scott’s virtual performance in the wildly popular 
Fortnite, where nearly 30 million people watched his 
‘Astronomical’ concerts. In-game gigs, from big names like 
Diplo, are now a regular feature on the game’s Main Stage 
venue, and Grand Theft Auto V is inviting artists to perform 
in its own club venue – presumably less chaotically violent 
than the main game’s nightclubs.

Fortnite, straddling, as it does, the cultural landscape of 
millions of teens, scavenged existing pop music reference 
points to keep gamers happy – and to keep them buying 
virtual in-game items, like the Rick Astley “Never Gonna 
Give You Up” emote, alongside Travis Scott skins and 
weapons. It also slid a little closer to the music industry 
in July as Sony Music’s parent company invested $250m 

8.New crossovers for 
gaming and music 
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closing in on the 100 million milestone, it's possible that 
by the end of 2020 this 'Big Four' will have more than 360 
million paid subscribers between them.

We're focusing on the western global services here. Throw 
in Tencent Music in China, and you're talking more than 410 
million subscribers from a 'Big Five'.

Amazon Music's growth and YouTube's push into 
subscriptions are encouraging not just because of those big 
overall numbers, but because of their impact sharpening the 
competition among the big DSPs.

YouTube is commissioning music documentaries; catching up 
fast with personalisation features; forging ahead with its tools 
for livestreaming (tips and ticketing included); and turning 
single releases into hot events with its premieres feature.

Amazon is continuing to improve the music abilities of its 
voice assistant Alexa; it remains the biggest service to go 
properly into HD music; is also catching up fast on everything 
from curated playlists to podcasts; and through Twitch is 
doing more than its bigger rivals with in-app livestreams.

There are sensitivities around both of these companies, of 
course. YouTube and the 'value gap' still make rightsholder 
bodies growl around the world – and wherever copyright 
and safe harbours legislation is being modernised, that 
won't change.

Twitch has been Amazon's point of tension with the music 
industry in 2020, and while it's true that Amazon Music 
and Twitch are separate sister services, those livestreaming 
integrations between the two could draw the DSP into the 
arguments. 

Equally, if Twitch strikes the kind of licensing deals rightsholders 
want, the business combination will be a strength.

The 'Big Four' competition promises further growth in 2021, 
though, with China (Tencent Music but also NetEase Cloud 
Music) swelling that to a 'Big Six'. Perhaps music streaming 
could also find its own Leicester City in the year ahead?...

In the 2000s, English football had its 'Big Four' clubs: Arsenal, 
Chelsea, Liverpool and Manchester United, who dominated 
the top four places in the league table that decade.

Since then, it's expanded to a 'Big Six' with Manchester City 
and Tottenham, albeit with 2015-16's thrilling interlude with 
Leicester City's smash-and-grab title-winning campaign.
Why are we writing about football? Because we still often 
see a 'Big Two' mindset in the media around global music 
streaming, with headlines focusing on the competition 
between Spotify and Apple. This year, however, we got a 
real sense of our own 'Big Four' global services thanks to 
the growth of Amazon Music and YouTube Music.

Amazon said in January that its streaming service now 
had more than 55 million customers, with "nearly all" of 
them paying for a subscription. By our analysis, Amazon 
Music had been adding around 2.6 million net new users a 
month, which suggests that it could be north of 80 million 
customers now.

2020 also brought us some new YouTube stats. It now has 
more than two billion people a month consuming music on 
its service, while YouTube's paid subscriber total grew from 
20 million at the start of the year to 30 million by the end  
of September.

With Spotify reaching 144 million subscribers by that point 
and Apple Music – quiet on numbers since mid-2019 – 

9.Not just a ‘Big Two’ 
any more 
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10.
business software firm Basecamp among its other members. 
December saw Facebook weigh in to the battle, spurred 
by new iOS privacy rules forcing it and other companies 
to ask users' permission before tracking them and serving 
personalised ads. The company will be joining Epic's lawsuit.

Where does all this lead? Since Spotify's original complaint, 
Apple has been opening up its devices in various ways, 

from HomePod and access to Siri to the Apple 
Watch. It's more difficult to argue now that access 

to Apple's hardware is hampering Spotify's 
business.

The battle over Apple's cut of in-app 
purchases continues. Apple had already 
lowered it from 30% to 15% for subscription-
based services (Spotify included) once a user 

has been paying for a year. 

November saw Apple also lower its rev-share 
to 15% for any developer or business earning 

less than $1m a year on the App Store, having already 
commissioned a study defending its model against other 
marketplaces – digital or 'brick-and-mortar' alike.

Spotify and Epic's actions have sparked change already, 
then. How far that goes to satisfy regulators is something 
we'll find out in 2021.

As we've pointed out in our recent coverage of these 
stories though, Spotify itself qualifies for Big Platform status 
– certainly under the EC's new definition of a 'gatekeeper' 
as any service with more than 45 million users in Europe. 

Having taken the plucky underdog role in its battle with 
Apple, Spotify may yet find itself on the other side of these 
kinds of arguments in the year ahead too.

2020 is ending with a succession of Big Tech / antitrust 
probes, lawsuits and regulatory crackdowns, from the FTC 
taking on Facebook and Google in the US to the European 
Commission drafting its new legislation governing digital 
markets and services.

For much of the year, the battle of most interest to our 
industry was the Spotify-led campaign taking Apple to task 
over its App Store policies.

This is another slow-burning trend: Spotify filed its original 
complaint against Apple with the EC in March 2019, 
accusing the tech giant of anticompetitive behaviour.
15 months later, this June, the EC launched two formal 
antitrust investigations into Apple, one of them part 
triggered by Spotify's grievances.

"We need to ensure that Apple’s rules do not 
distort competition in markets where Apple 
is competing with other app developers, 
for example with its music streaming 
service Apple Music or with Apple 
Books," said the EC's head of 
competition policy, Margrethe 
Vestager (pictured).

These kinds of investigations 
aren't speedy: a verdict could come 
towards the end of 2021, or even 
later. But the launch of the probe 
sparked a flurry of activity and follow-on 
disputes well beyond Spotify.

The biggest of those was Epic Games, the maker of Fortnite, 
which provoked a fight with Apple by adding its own non-
Apple in-app payment option to that game, leading – as it 
knew very well it would – to Fortnite being removed from 
the App Store.

The level of preparation could be seen in the immediate 
lawsuit that Epic filed against Apple, complete with its own 
launch trailer, a parody of Apple's famous '1984' TV ad 
introducing its Macintosh computer.

Spotify and Epic have since co-founded a 'Coalition for 
App Fairness' to press their causes with legislators and 
regulators, with Deezer, Tinder owner Match Group and 

Spotify bites back  
at big Apple 
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(Blackpink, meanwhile, are helping YouTube test the waters 
for ticketed livestreams with their 'The Show' in January.)

There were gaming partnerships too: inventive fanfic-
creation app BTS Universe Story and appearances in 
Fortnite and Uno for BTS, plus deals with PubG Mobile and 
casual games from developer Amanotes for Blackpink.

All this fuelled Big Hit Entertainment's IPO in October, and 
while its subsequent share price was a bit of a rollercoaster 
ride, going public sets up Big Hit to be even more ambitious 
in 2021 – and for its rivals to match it, whether investing 
in new groups or new technology to serve the next 
wave of K-Pop stars. Some of whom may not even be 
humans judging by the avatar members of Big Hit rival SM 
Entertainment's latest group Aespa...

11. BTS, Blackpink and  
      K-Pop's biggest year yet
K-Pop going global isn't a 2020 trend by any stretch of the 
imagination: BTS and Blackpink have been reaching ever-
growing western audiences for several years. The scale of 
that success as they made their latest moves in 2020 was 
notable though.

The two groups (or to be specific, their super-fanbases) 
broke and rebroke YouTube 24-hour debut records; were 
a big hit on Spotify – 34 million and 19.5 million monthly 
listeners respectively at the time of writing – and found 
western stars lining up to collaborate.

BTS showed the way forward for stadium-scale livestreams 
too, drawing 756,000 paying customers for their 'Bang 
Bang Con' event in June before putting that in the shade 
with 993,000 fans paying for their October 'Map of the Soul 
ON:E' livestream – a concert that came with its own month-
long virtual exhibition afterwards.
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Spotify can't boast the numbers of its local rivals yet, but 
it did throw an interesting curveball in December with the 
launch of its mobile-only Premium Mini subscription tier, 
with a big discount on its regular price for people who don't 
want desktop access.

The (Indian) elephant in the room remains YouTube, which 
has grown from 265 million Indian users in April 2019 to 
325 million this October. A big barrier to that hoped-for 
subscription growth? With YouTube Music up and running, 
our hope is that it could be a booster instead.

12. India seeks more  
       subscriptions growth
This month, we heard from the boss of Indian 
industry body IMI, Blaise Fernandes, that audio 
streaming subscriptions and listening had grown 
by 40% there in 2020. Progress, in a country where 
streaming services have lots of free users, but very 
few paying subscribers.

Gaana and JioSaavn duked it out with 150 million user 
figures in the spring, although the crossover between 
the two could be seen in IMI's official figure from 
February of 200 million unique users across all the 
audio streaming services. A figure that had doubled 
since August 2018.

Journalist Amit Gurbaxani neatly packaged up the key 
trends for our profile of India in October, noting the growth 
of 'non-film' music thanks to surging interest from listeners, 
labels and streaming services alike.

Listeners are good, but paying listeners are better, and there 
were only around a million of them in India in September. 
Labels are keen to up conversion rates, perhaps by putting 
more content and experiences behind the paywalls of the 
streaming services.
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Instagram livestreaming hit Verzuz Battles was snapped up; 
there were new DJ mixes and listening parties; and HomePod 
got a cheaper sibling.

The most impactful news for the future, though, was the 
launch of the long-rumoured 'super bundle' of Apple services, 
with one subscription covering music, video, gaming and cloud 
storage (plus news and workouts in a higher tier).

It's still too early to assess the impact, but if Apple One is a 
hit – alongside Amazon Prime and whatever Google comes up 
with – it will pose important strategic questions for pureplay 
rivals like Spotify in 2021.

13. Apple Music kicks off  
      the super bundles era
YouTube and even Amazon were revealing their music 
subscriber counts in 2020, while Spotify has to do it every 
quarter as a public company.

None of which nudged Apple Music to update its June 
2019 stat of 60 million subscribers this year. Don't rule out 
a Christmas 100 million milestone announcement just yet 
though.

Apple did say that its music service set new records every 
quarter. Analyst firm Bernstein suggested in July 
that Apple Music was now a $5bn-a-year business, 
before Loup Ventures outdid it with an $8.6bn 
estimate.

In place of official figures, Apple's team rolled 
up their sleeves and cracked on with product 
development and partnerships: new playlists and 
guest curators; more personalisation; branded 
concerts; and a $50m advances fund to support 
independent labels.

Beats 1 was rebranded as Apple Music 1, with 
a pair of new sister stations focused on hits and 
country, while Apple Music TV marked a similar 
return to linear consumption around music videos.
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Be they major labels or streaming services, global music 
companies want in to Africa as its digital growth ignites.

Yet across the continent, African artists, music firms and 
homegrown DSPs are building their own businesses and 
industry structures, which may not always mirror the 
established way of doing things elsewhere.

That's why Africa continued to be a fascinating set of 
markets – as always: not just one market – in 2020.
Boomplay (owner: Transsion), Joox (owner: Tencent), Mdundo, 
uduX and new entrant MePlaylist flew the flag for local DSPs, 
while artist Mr Eazi forged an intriguing relationship with 
YouTube around his emPawa accelerator for artists.

Spotify is still mulling its strategy in Africa, and Apple is 
trying to capitalise. This year alone Apple Music launched 
a 'Stream Local' initiative in South Africa to support local 
artists; went live in 25 more African countries in April; 
launched the 'Africa Now Radio' show on Beats 1; created 
a bi-monthly artist discovery program and playlist called 
Africa Rising; and chose Afropop star Rema (left) as one of 
its global ‘Up Next’ artists.

Meanwhile, Apple's artist development subsidiary Platoon 
revealed that it had been quietly working with a large group 
of African musicians offering advances, distribution and 
other support. If the key to success in Africa for global firms 
is boots on the ground, Apple is well underway with some 
smart moves.

And who knows, with the IFPI opening its first office for 
sub-Saharan Africa this year, we may finally get some useful 
continent-wide industry figures in 2021...

14. Africa poised for its own  
       flavour of growth
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15. Wellbeing apps:  
       fit for music purposes
Calm is a music streaming service, and so is Headspace. 
Also Peloton, and Apple Fitness+. We may think of these 
as meditation and workouts services, but music is at their 
core. 

They're a fast-growing, well-funded sector of the widening 
digital music world.

Calm and Headspace both raised big funding rounds 
this year – $75m and $47.7m respectively – with music 
partnerships and features one of the things they were 
spending that money on.

Calm commissioned a series of tracks from artists over the 
year, while Headspace appointed John Legend as its 'chief 
music officer' tasked with roping in fellow musicians to work 
with the company.

Meanwhile, having settled its licensing difficulties with 
publishers, Peloton pushed on – picture an instructor bellowing 
'PUSH ON! COME ON! YOU'VE GOT THIS!' at this point – 
with its own artist-focused workouts and music partnerships.

A deal with Beyoncé in November saw the company's 
market cap jump by $1.5bn, which tells you something 
about the value of music in this space.

Tasks for 2021 include identifying promising fitness and 
wellbeing startups and engaging with them – ideally 
brandishing carrots rather than sticks – around licensing. 
One of our favourite fitness apps, VR title FitXR, still mainly 
uses production music, for example. But this can change.
B2B firms like Feed.fm, 7digital and Tuned Global are 
working energetically on that front, while the year-end 
launch of Apple Fitness+ is a good chance to see how an 
even deeper integration of fitness and music streaming (in 
this case, admittedly a sister service within the same tech 
giant) can pay off for users and rightsholders alike.
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16. We are the (Investors  
       in the) Music Makers
According to a recent Midia Research report, the 'music 
software, sounds and services' market was worth $884m 
in 2019, thanks to growth for digital audio workstations, 
plugins and virtual instruments, and sample libraries.

It's an adjacent space to the recorded music world that has 
often flown under the latter sector's radar, but 2020 saw 
plenty of examples of that changing.

Among the stories we covered: big funding rounds for 
companies like MWM (€50m) and Output ($45m); Tracklib 
switching to a subscription model and taking investment 

from Sony; BandLab launching a samples library; BeatStars 
reaching $85m of payouts to producers; and Splice 
appointing a chief music officer while paying out $11m of 
royalties in the first nine months of 2020.

Facebook launched an experimental music-making app 
called Collab; Voisey staked its claim as the 'TikTok of music 
creation' so well that Snap acquired it; Endlesss launched its 
iOS app then smashed a Kickstarter target for the desktop 

version; and Roli launched its Lumi 
keyboard to teach people to play 

piano and create music.

A whirl of activity and 
innovation, alongside 
which Spotify continued 
to quietly develop the 
Soundtrap online music 

studio in 2017, including 
launching a mobile 'Capture' 

app (pictured left) just weeks 
before Apple retired its similar 'Music 

Memos' product.

But of course, Apple still has GarageBand 
and Logic Pro. The fact that the music 
creation market includes the two biggest 
(by subscribers) streaming services is more 
than a quirk: these tools are one of their 
most direct connections to the global 
community of musicians.
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17. Bandcamp's silver  
       linings for musicians
It feels weird and even a little wrong to talk about silver 
linings or companies having 'a good pandemic' given the 
magnitude of Covid-19's impact. Put it a different way, 
then: companies whose value shone through during 2020. 
Bandcamp might just be top of the list.

For independent artists who've been using it for years, the 
platform's value was already clear: not just the tools to sell 
music and merchandise, but a community of music fans eager 
to buy, and an ethos of discovery leading them to new artists.

It's that existing culture that meant Bandcamp did not 
put a foot wrong this year, with the sales that became 
Bandcamp Fridays putting money in the pockets of artists 
and independent labels while also banging the drum for the 
cause of supporting music itself, as well as specific causes 
like Black Lives Matter.

By December, Bandcamp Fridays had generated more than 
$100m of sales for artists and labels, while its monthly sales 
have grown by 122% year-on-year, and more than 40% of 
buyers choose to pay more than the asking price for items.

Bandcamp sales are still a small percentage of overall 
recorded music revenues, but for the artists using it, they 

are all-important. Bandcamp 
Live, its move into ticketed 
livestreams, is also a welcome 
and thoughtful expansion.

A rash of recent articles 
used Bandcamp as a stick to 
beat Spotify with over artist 
payouts. We think these 
platforms complement rather 
than compete, but we also 
think that there are lessons in 
the culture and community of 
Bandcamp for all streaming 
services in 2021.
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18. China still has lessons  
       for western DSPs
Tencent Music and its parent group started 2020 by 
finalising their 10% stake in Universal Music Group (upped 
since to 20%), and ended it by making investments in 
western music/tech startups Instrumental and Wave.

In between, the Chinese company grew its number of 
paying online music users from 39.9 million people at the 
end of 2019 to 51.7 million at the end of September, with 
subscription revenues from its three streaming service up 
by 55% year-on-year.

Tencent also launched a label with UMG; acquired a piece 
of Warner Music Group; and continued to invest in its 
Tencent Musician program for independent artists working 
directly with TME – a dynamic that's significantly less 
controversial in China than it was in the west when Spotify 
tried it.

Recent reports suggesting fellow tech giant Alibaba is 
preparing to shut down its Xiami service point towards 
an even more consolidated Chinese streaming market, 
although Alibaba's involvement in NetEase Cloud Music 
(which has its own thriving independent artists program) 
ensures TME doesn't have the market entirely its own way.

Less than 32% of TME's revenues came from music 
streaming in the first nine months of 2020. More than 
68% came from social entertainment services: karaoke and 
livestreaming.

This, still, might just be the biggest thing that the Chinese 
market can teach TME's equivalents in the west: how those 
and other music categories can sit neatly within a DSP's 
business, if not always within its streaming apps specifically.
Reminder: 2020 was also the year Spotify filed a patent 
hinting at a karaoke feature, while it ended the year hosting 
two livestreamed concerts, in Japan and Sweden... 
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19. Playlists evolve and  
       break out of genre boxes

We're fairly sure 2020 was the tipping-point year when 
more people in the music industry were saying publicly 
'getting on New Music Friday isn't a marketing strategy' 
than were actually still making that mistake.

We've learned en masse that while DSP playlists can be 
good short-term drivers of streams, it's the plan and the 
story around this which really matters.

If you're thinking of big playlist adds as the cherry on your 
marketing cake rather than the entire recipe, you're in with 
the right crowd.

Outside that, 2020 was the year we saw more attention 
paid to so-called 'genreless' playlists – a slight misnomer, 
since the songs in them could all be ascribed a genre: just 
not all the same one.

Spotify talked up the engagement for playlists like 'Lorem', 
'Pollen' and 'Oyster' (notably at our Sandbox Summit Global 
event) which are curated for a community whose listening 
tastes range from bedroom pop and meme-rap to fork-
wave and tricycle-core (okay, not genres yet, but in 2021...) 
Apple Music, too, launched a swathe of 'no boundaries' 
playlists for Gen-Z listeners. Personalised playlists are 
almost commoditised now, with nearly every DSP having its 
own spins on the Spotify formula for new music and familiar 
music playlists whipped up by the algorithms.

Spotify is already well into its work on the next evolution: 
'mixed media' playlists combining podcast clips with 
personalised music picks. 'Your Daily Drive', 'Daily Sports' 
and particularly weekday morning show 'The Get Up' point 
towards an ever more radio-like future for the service, as it 
goes for the throat of traditional broadcasters.
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20. SoundCloud's shift  
        back to artist services

It's only three and a half years since 
SoundCloud was laying off 40% of its staff and 
fighting for its corporate life, with its funding 
only running until the fourth quarter of 2017.

Funding from investment firms The Raine Group 
and Temasek saved the company and ushered 
in a new CEO, Kerry Trainor (right), the former 
boss of video streaming firm Vimeo, tasked with 
steering SoundCloud to profitability.

This year, we saw the figures on that path: 
operating losses cut to €32.9m in 2018 and 
€23.8m in 2019 thanks to growing revenues, 
with new records for users, listening time, subscribers and 
ad revenues.

Meanwhile, Pandora's parent company SiriusXM took  
a $75m stake in SoundCloud, further extending its  
financial runway.

The story of Trainor's era in charge, which is coming to an end 
as he steps down, is one of SoundCloud shifting emphasis 
back to its original focus of creator tools. In 2020 that included 
turning its hand to distribution and audio mastering.
Trainor's replacement as CEO is SoundCloud's president 

Mike Weissman (above right), so its current path seems set 
to continue in 2021.

There is potential for some disruptive moves too, though: 
SoundCloud has what most of its regular-DSP rivals do not: 
a direct commercial relationship with a large number of 
independent artists.

Could SoundCloud succeed where Deezer has so far 
struggled, and get a user-centric payouts trial up and running? 
Could it do something interesting with blockchain technology? 
Creator tools have stabilised the SoundCloud ship, perhaps 
enough to consider the odd Big Risky Idea again.
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21. Innovation under  
       pressure from  
       music marketers
The vital role of digital marketing for music was hardly 
under the radar for the industry before Covid-19 struck, 
but the pandemic has only intensified its importance, given 
the hit to touring and travel.

That heaped more pressure on marketing teams who were 
already stretched by more and longer-lasting campaigns, 
which is something their bosses should be taking stock of as 
we head into 2021 and an anticipated surge in releases.
From our external perspective, though, the good news 
in 2021 was innovation everywhere we looked around 
marketing artists and music.

You can read our end-of-year Sandbox report for deeper 
dives into entire campaigns – see the link on this page – but 
even just a list of some of the campaign elements we wrote 
about this year shows the variety.

AR filters; hashtag challenges; creative Canvases on Spotify; 
YouTube premieres; partnerships with music creation apps 
and games; livestream tours; YouTube singalongs; digital 
collectibles; UGC remix contests; Alexa integrations; infinite 

music videos; Animal Crossing parties and (of course) music 
videos shot with Zoom.

The 1975 (above) created a fictional digital detox; Belle & 
Sebastian collaborated with fans; Plastician hosted pub 
quizzes on Twitch; Glass Animals made a replica of their 
computer desktop so fans could play with stems and 
other content; Katy Perry got her own flower delivery 
service; Tunng made a podcast about death; Wu-Tang Clan 
livestreamed chess battles... Alright, that's enough.

Behind all this, marketing teams continued to hone the 
essential grassroots skills too: smart links, mailing lists and 
more. We're coming out of this year feeling excited for how 
digital will be put to work in service of artists in 2021.
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22. Direct fan donations 
        set for a tipping point?
We've been thinking about the tips economies of platforms 
like Twitch for a while now, and wondering what they 
might teach the music industry.

Watching someone stream for free, but maybe paying for 
features that make you stand out in the accompanying chat 
– or simply tipping because you like the streamer – is a well-
established part of those ecosystems.

Suggesting that this could apply to music still gets pushback 
often, even though in busking we have a grassroots layer 
to our industry driven by tipping. Maybe that's why there's 
pushback: pro artists may be happy to have left their 
busking days long behind them.

And yet... There is something in these tips economies for 
music, and we saw it a bit more in 2020. It's happening with 
those 40% of Bandcamp buyers who spend more than the 
asking price for music and merch.

It's there on Twitch, YouTube and Facebook as their tips 
economies open up to musicians as well as to influencers. In 
September at our Sandbox Summit, we heard how Japanese 
artist Reol had put the work in teaching her fanbase to 
buy and use YouTube's super chats and super stickers, 

and generated $130k of revenue as a result. It's there 
in the model of livestreaming startups like Sessions, and 
most intriguingly it's now there on Spotify with the Artist 
Fundraising Pick feature.

That drew criticism as a 'sticking plaster' for low royalties, but 
with some careful thinking – angling it more as superfandom 
rather than charity – a donations layer could and arguably 
should be part of the big audio-streaming services.
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23. UMG's local moves in  
        high-potential markets
Investment from a consortium led by Tencent, and the 
prospect of its IPO a year or two down the line, were two 
of the key financial stories around Universal Music Group 
this year.

We'd like to pick out a different trend for the major label 
however: the moves it's making to try to extend its power in 
the west to high-potential markets like China, India and Africa.

Start with China, where in June Universal was hailing local 
signing Linong Chen's 500k+ album sales on QQ Music, 
while unveiling its newest signing Sunnee, a Thai singer 
fresh from the split of Rocket Girls 101, a hugely popular 
pop group in China.

UMG also struck a deal with NetEase Cloud Music; 
launched a joint-venture label with Tencent Music; held a 

songwriting camp in China 
with Riot Games; and helped 
Taylor Swift sell $1.2m of 
albums on NetEase Cloud 
Music in just three days.

Africa? 2020 saw UMG launch Def 
Jam Africa with a raft of artist signings, 
and sign a strategic partnership with The Aristokrat Group, 
whose discoveries include Burna Boy (pictured).

India? While quiet in terms of public announcements, this 
year's distribution deal with label Desi Melodies followed 
last year's launch of Mass Appeal India, poaching rapper 
Divine as its first flagship signing.

As big as UMG is in the west, it can't take that position 
for granted in our industry's high-potential new markets. 
Watching the company and its rivals put the pieces 
together, and the competition they'll face from local rivals, 
will be fascinating in 2021.
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24. Distributors expand  
        their offices –  
        and ambitions
Like a number of trends in this report, what happened 
with distributors in 2020 was a grab-bag of launches, 
mergers and other announcements – but it's when 
you step back and look at them all together that the 
big picture emerges.

Running through the list: Downtown Music Holdings 
bought Fuga; Ditto tested the blockchain waters with 
its Bluebox offshoot; and Stem started offering artist 
and label advances, then raised $10m from its own 
investors.

WMG invested in Africori while Sony Music took 
a stake in Tully; SoundCloud, Dolby and Avid 
became distributors alongside their core businesses; 
and TikTok signed interesting deals with Believe and 
UnitedMasters.

Oh, and WMG's ADA moved into Latin America, Japan and 
Asia, while TuneCore expanded to India, Brazil and Russia 
while reaching the $2bn payouts milestone.

That big picture is a tale of expansion: both expansion in 
geographical terms, but also of ambitions, as the industry's 
growth continues including the 'artists direct' sector (see 
earlier in this report).

Believe ends the year reportedly mulling an IPO in 2021 
that could value the company at $2.4bn, less than three 
years after Sony Music was rumoured to be considering 
buying it for less than a fifth of that amount.

It's a long time since distributors were judged by the rev-
share they took for putting your albums on iTunes. It's now 
rightly about all the services they provide around that, 
and the culture they build with their artists. Meanwhile, 
Downtown has been showing that it's not just the major 
labels who are consolidators amid these opportunities.
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25. Smart speakers  
        evolve with less  
        of the hype
It's been a strange old year for smart speakers. With 
more people working from home during Covid-19 
lockdowns, they became a bigger part of the device 
mix for most streaming services.

Yet despite being used more by more people than 
ever before, there wasn't anywhere near as much 
hype about smart speakers within the music industry 
in 2020 as there had been in previous years.

Perhaps we're just getting used to them as part 
of the industry furniture? Research firm Canalys 
reckons that around 135m smart speakers will have 
been shipped this year, with a global install base of 
320m – a figure it predicts will double by 2024.

The lack of hype may be down to the devices 
themselves being evolutionary, not revolutionary 
this year. Alexa, Google Assistant and Siri got a little 
more clever with music, while China's local bubble of 
devices and voice assistants continued to improve 
too.

Sonos taking Google and Amazon to task 
for market distortion provided some 
spice, while leaked images of Spotify's 
'Home Thing' and its patent filed 
for a mood-reading voice assistant 
reminded us of its potential 
ambitions.

The key trend was more about 
the market dynamics, with the 
real action being in sub-$100 
(or even sub-$50) speakers 
dotted around the home. 
When even Apple is tempted 
into the budget space – with 
its $99 HomePod mini – it's 
significant.

Watch Amazon this Christmas, 
too: it ended 2019 with Echos and 
Alexa powering an exclusive Ellie 
Goulding single to the top of the 
post-Christmas singles chart in the 
UK. What tricks might be up its sleeve 
this month?
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IFPI also teamed up with Pro-Música Brasil for 
a similar crackdown there. Meanwhile, Spotify 
snapped back at a lawsuit brought by music firm Sosa 
Entertainment with a counter-suit alleging a scheme 
to generate "hundreds of millions of fraudulent 
streams".

We make no judgement on that case, but the wider 
issue of streaming manipulation isn't going away any 
time soon. 

Where there's money – and on an industry level 
there's certainly money in streaming – there will be 
efforts to secure as big a slice of the pie as possible. 

Some will simply be exploiting platform loopholes or 
skirting the edge of what's allowed, while others will 
be outright criminal.

Label bodies are on the case, but close collaboration 
with the streaming services will also be important in 
continuing to tackle these challenges.

26. Fake streams aren't  
        fake news for labels
There were some piracy stories this year, with 
stream-ripping websites the focus for our industry's 
infringement busters. However, our sense is that 
what's causing more concern in the boardrooms 
is shady behaviour on and around the legal digital 
music services.

'Stream manipulation' has been in labels' sights since 
mid-2019, when a group including all three major 
labels plus Merlin; Spotify, Amazon and Deezer; and 
industry bodies launched a code of best practice to 
crack down on fake plays.

Developments this year included a German court 
ruling against website Followerschmiede·de after 
a case brought by BVMI and IFPI, with the bodies 
subsequently going after another clutch of similar 
sites.
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27. AI music puts more  
        building blocks in place
In terms of a meaningful impact on the music industry, AI-
generated music is still more of a 2025 trend than a 2020 
one. However, the building blocks are being laid for this 
technology's future, and 2020 saw plenty to write about.

There were new startups and projects: Never Before Heard 
Sounds, DeepJams, Symphonia and AiMi for example. 
There was funding for existing startups Endel and Aiva, 
steady improvement for Boomy, and the sector's latest 
exit – Amper Music's acquisition by production library firm 
Shutterstock.

OpenAI, the startup funded by Elon Musk, unveiled its 
Jukebox system for others to create with, and Google's 
Magenta project continued – proving its chops by creating 
lo-fi hip-hop among other things.

Artists continued to get to grips with AI music too: Grimes 
partnered with Endel to create an AI lullaby – stems from 
the human, woven into an endless track by the AI. Alex 
Braga built his own AI instrument for his 'Spleen Machine 
album, meanwhile.

Some of the applications for this tech are offbeat: an agency 
created an AI-generated Travis Scott track complete with a 

deepfake video (above), while the inaugural AI Song Contest 
was won by an Australian team's neural network, trained on 
koalas and kookaburras.

Others are deceptively unserious, like another Australian 
outfit – Popgun – taking its Splash music-making app to 
games platform Roblox. By the end of the year it had been 
used by nearly 40 million children.

That's why AI music isn't just something for 2025 then: 
tens of millions of kids are already creating music using AI-
generated beats and loops.

Stop thinking about 'AIs killing human musicians' and start 
thinking about what the next wave of young human artists 
are going to do with the later iterations of this technology...
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28. New realities:  
        augmented, virtual  
        and synthetic
In a report we've produced for the BPI in December 2020, 
one of the key points is that augmented reality (AR) is 
thoroughly mainstream now, thanks in large part to the 
lenses / filters / camera effects on social apps including 
Snapchat, Instagram, TikTok and Facebook.

Music lenses (we'll use Snap's term, as the originator) are a 
prominent part of the marketing mix now: relatively cheap 
to produce, and capable of reaching lots of fans. As they get 
more interactivity and clever features – Snapchat's full body 
tracking for example – their potential will only increase.

Virtual reality technology is still emerging from what 
research firm Gartner calls the Trough of Disillusionment, 
after sales of the first wave of modern VR headsets failed to 
match the hype and bullish analyst predictions.

Facebook's Oculus Quest 2 has been widely hailed as a big 
step forwards: a lighter, cheaper, standalone headset with a 
growing catalogue of great apps and games. Music included, 
and not just of the 'stick a 360-degree camera in front of a 
performance' kind.

Games like Beat Saber (which is selling millions of songs a 
la carte); fitness apps like Supernatural and FitXR; music-
making tools like Virtuoso; and the potential shown by 
Wave to make immersive VR performances also watchable 
on regular screens all show the possibilities.

There's a third reality too: synthetic reality, with human 
artists turning into avatars, and avatars becoming pop 
stars (see: K/DA, Miquela and more). This isn't flying-car 
futurology: it's happening now, and keeping an open mind 
about where it will lead is important.
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29. Still not the ECD's final  
        countdown in Europe
Cast your mind back to April 2019, when the European 
Copyright Directive was approved by the EU's member 
states, after a long and fraught lobbying process pitting 
music rightsholders against tech giants (well, one in 
particular). The end of a long road. Except not.

In January this year, it emerged that the British government 
would not be adopting the directive after its exit from the 
EU, although – like so many post-Brexit issues – it didn't 
seem to have a coherent plan for a replacement.

By September, a group of creative industries bodies 
including our own IFPI, Impala, ECSA and ICMP were 
writing a public letter of protest about the EC's latest 
guidance on how member states should implement the 
directive and its Article 17 on user-generated content 
platforms' liability for copyright infringement.

"Why rewrite the rules now?" as Impala's Helen Smith put 
it. Yet until they are implemented, rules can and will be 
rewritten.

The fact that this is happening more than a year and a half 
after the directive was approved by the EU's countries is not 
a huge surprise, but it leaves the tech and music industries 
alike mired in uncertainties about how the legislation will be 
applied.

The EC is already cracking on with its next big tech-
regulating projects, the Digital Services Act and Digital 
Markets Act. Welcomed cautiously, with some reservations, 
by the music industry, they will be one of the key stories 
of 2021. Although on past form, we'll still be writing about 
their implementation in our Trends of 2023 report...
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30. Netflix and Disney+  
        show the way forward
Lessons from the online video world? Don't launch a 
mobile-only streaming service designed for commuters at 
the very moment a pandemic is forcing many of them to 
work from home.

Quibi, funded to the tune of $1.75bn before its launch in 
April, suffered bad luck with its timing, although that was 
certainly not the only reason for its demise just six months 
later.

The lack of computer and/or TV viewing options, 
and a slate of shows which received... mixed reviews 
played their part too. Given the success that Netflix 
and Disney+ enjoyed this year, Quibi's failure was not 
purely a pandemic thing.

Talking of those: Netflix ended 2019 with 167.1 million 
paid subscribers globally, and grew that to 195.2 million 
by the end of September 2020, putting it on course to 
pass 200 million by Christmas.

Disney+ had 26.5 million subscribers at the end of 
2019, less than a couple of months after launching, 

then grew to 86.8 million by the end of September. 
Between them, the two services were adding nearly 10 
million paying customers a month this year.

Lessons for our world? Both Netflix and Disney+ have felt 
confident enough to increase their prices this year, despite 
Covid-19 and its strain on economies.

Video and music streaming are different beasts – we wrote 
that a few times this year – but the growth of the video 
giants may give music DSPs the confidence to finally raise 
their basic, single-user subscriptions above $9.99 a month 
in 2021.
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For the music industry, 2020 will go down in the history 
books as a very challenging year. With the impact of 
COVID-19 felt globally, everyone from artists and 
songwriters, to touring crews, to some of the largest 
companies in the business have suffered great losses and the 
struggle to stay afloat with no certain end date in sight. 

However, when reflecting on this turbulent year, perhaps in 
time we will also come to see this as the year in which we 
started to take meaningful steps towards building a more 
diverse, equitable and inclusive music industry for all.

In the aftermath of the murder of George Floyd in May a 
global movement began, with Black Lives Matter marches 
taking place across the world and millions of people coming 
together to demand systemic change. In the music industry, 
where inequality has persisted for many decades, the 
Blackout Tuesday initiative created by Brianna Agyemang and 
Jamila Thomas, was a moment of reckoning. It encouraged 
those working in music to pause and reflect on the injustices 
suffered by Black people, in an industry that profits 
considerably from Black art. Thousands observed the day, 
sharing support on social media profiles and taking time to 
learn about the lived experiences of those who have suffered 
racism and marginalisation. It was an incredibly powerful 

moment, but many wondered what action would be taken 
across the business to create real and lasting change.

Thankfully, the conversation and action has continued 
throughout the second half of 2020. Many companies are 
developing diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I) strategies; 
implementing action plans to bring greater inclusivity to 
their businesses and to address pay gaps, board diversity and 
other internal issues. Externally, debates around terms such 
as ‘urban’ and ‘BAME’ have informed, educated and moved 
industry terminology forward. 

Major labels have pledged millions of dollars to support social 
justice and anti-racism initiatives. Progress is happening.

Looking at the UK music industry, recent studies and 
statistics show that we are just beginning to scratch the 
surface on the work that needs to be done.

• The 2020 UK Music Diversity Report released in 
October revealed a lack of women and people of Black, 
Asian and other ethnic minorities at senior levels across 
the business.
• July’s Seat at The Table report produced by Women 
in CTRL revealed that Black women held just 2.7% of 

By Lara Baker, Songtrust’s Director of  
Business Development for the UK and Ireland

❱ A pivotal year on the path to building 
a diverse and inclusive music industry
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board positions and 1.6% of roles at 12 key UK music 
trade organisations. 
• Gender pay gap reporting for 2019 revealed that 
men continue to be paid more on average across 
the majority of the industry’s larger companies, and 
significantly more in bonuses. 

We are seeing positive change, but it needs to happen 
faster. In October, UK Music launched their Ten Point Plan to 
increase diversity across the business, providing a timeframe 
for the UK’s trade bodies and member companies to action 
the steps outlined, which include supporting socially engaged 
organisations, diversifying their boards and setting diversity 
targets for staff. The plan seeks to avoid virtue signalling, 
tokenism and short-term wins, instead providing a roadmap 
for actionable change. (In the interest of full transparency, 
Roberto Neri of Downtown Music Holdings, Songtrust’s 
parent company, is a member of the UK Music board.)

Here at Songtrust and with active support from Downtown, 
an enterprise-wide DE&I programme is underway to foster 
a culture that attracts, engages and supports diverse talent 
and allows all to thrive. Working in partnership with the 
DE&I consultancy Collective, our employees are taking part 
in regular workshops on subjects such as identity at work, 
addressing unconscious bias, microaggressions, and active 
allyship. Charitable donations have been made to multiple 
social justice organisations, and a volunteer programme has 
been set up to give staff the opportunity to support socially 
engaged organisations. 

Black Power In Music (BPM) is a new employee resource 
group offering programming, discussion, activism 
opportunities and support towards dismantling systemic 
racism. A women’s employee resource group is also in the 

process of being established. We are committed to creating 
a fully inclusive workplace that allows all employees to feel 
supported and able to bring their authentic self to work.

Ultimately, it is up to all of us to be active allies and to play 
our part in making this industry more diverse, equitable, 
inclusive, and safe for everyone involved. The industry still 
has real work to do to dismantle outdated industry norms 
and achieve systemic change; we must choose continued 
action over hollow words. If that journey really began for us 
as an industry in 2020, then maybe there is a positive to be 
found in this extremely trying year after all.
➜ Songtrust is a supporter of Music Ally’s sponsored 
subscription for artist managers.
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A global pandemic couldn’t keep the thriving music/tech ecosystem 
from bubbling away. We wrote about a lot of inventive startups for the 
first time this year. Here is our pick of some of the most promising.

❱ Startups to Watch:     
 2 0 2 0  E D I T I O N

thethereport ❱ Startups to watch

❱ 3. Maestro
We first got a glimpse of Maestro’s star-first approach to 
livestreaming when the company partnered with Erykah 
Badu on her quarantine concert series, and has since bet 
big on a roster of superstar artists, including Katy Perry, Tim 
McGraw, and Billie Eilish, – whose $30-a-ticket livestream 
helped set the production benchmark for big-name online 
concerts.
➜ Maestro

❱ 4. Anything World
WMG has probably not invested in many more curious 
startups than Anything World, a platform that allows users 
to conjure up animated 3D worlds using voice input. 

It’s exciting and powerful stuff, and a sign of the technology 
the industry must embrace in a world where live 
performance no longer only happens IRL.
➜ Anything World

❱ 1. Ampled
Artist-owned cooperative Ampled is building a “relationship 
platform” platform so that fans can directly support their 
favourite musicians, with supporters paying a minimum of 
$3 a month to access an artist’s exclusive content. 

Blending OnlyFans’ pay-for-access approach with a punky, 
music-first, bottom-up approach, Ampled is to Patreon what 
Bandcamp is to Spotify: a complementary alternative.
➜ Ampled

❱ 2. Driift
Encapsulating livestreaming’s growth in 2020, Driift quickly 
shifted gears from selling tickets for Sleaford Mods to 
super-gigs for Kylie and Niall Horan. Hundreds of thousands 
of sales later, the company, founded by ATC Management, 
with key investment from Beggars Group, can now stake a 
claim on a significant chunk of the suddenly lucrative online 
concert space.
➜ Driift
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Mubert, the real-time AI music-generation platform. The 
scope is wide: the platform has its own currency – Senso 
tokens – and it aims to launch in early 2021.
➜ Sensorium Corporation

❱ 9. SyncFloor
SyncFloor aims to make it easier to find songs to sync, and 
is designed to be used in the language and workflow of the 
people that need it: content producers. 

The platform’s search engine indexes music in a way that 
will fit with the kind of search parameters used in TV, film 
and video production, and also acts as a store front for 
catalogue owners, including TuneCore.
➜ SyncFloor

❱ 10. Tribe XR
VR platform Tribe XR teaches you how to be a DJ, and lets 
you perform in a suitably colourful virtual club world with 
friends, for an audience of clubber-avatars – or streamed 
via Twitch. Users can mix on a VR version of familiar pro DJ 
gear and can connect to Beatport Link to stream licensed 
music.
➜ Tribe XR

❱ 11. Creative Passport
Launched by musician/technologist Imogen Heap, Creative 
Passport is a tool for musicians to access, update and 
manage verified information about themselves and their 
works, and share it with others. It’s essentially a single point 
of truth on artists’ metadata - which then cascades through 
to all the partners who use it, via the Creative Passport API.
➜ Creative Passport

❱ 5. Sessions
Some users are already making thousands of dollars per 
show on this music-centric livestreaming platform. Created 
by former Pandora boss Tim Westergren, Sessions has 
the fan-centric chat-and-gift mechanic of Twitch, but with 
digital ticketing, a commitment to giving artists access 
to fan data, and a recently-announced $75m budget to 
promote artists and shows.
➜ Sessions

❱ 6. Elastic Audio
3D graphics can be ported across to different platforms 
with relative ease - but not audio. This makes even less 
sense in a world increasingly swamped with digital imagery. 
Elastic Audio is a technology layer that plugs the audio into 
whichever platforms need it, saving development time, 
lowering access barriers, and creating new income streams.
➜ Elastic Audio

❱ 7. Fanaply
Fanaply creates virtual trading-card-like collectables, which 
can be bought by fans, or even act as proof of a fan’s 
dedication (the 1000 fans who saw a video premiere, for 
instance). The cards, tokenised on the Blockchain, can then 
be traded to other fans, with artists (and Fanaply) taking a 
cut of each sale.
➜ Fanaply

❱ 8. Sensorium Corporation
$100m dollars was raised in funding to create the 
“entertainment Social VR Media Platform” Sensorium 
Galaxy. It’ll contain a VR music world – where real DJs like 
David Guetta will perform, along with AI DJs powered by 
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photos float around their body. Live Nation are an investor, 
and fandoms may enjoy pinning songs, images and other info 
“to” their bodies for others to find and identify with.
➜ Octi

❱ 17. Supernatural
VR has had a fillip in 2020 as people look for escapist 
entertainment at home, and Supernatural offers that – with 
the additional bonus of a workout. There’s a mixture of VR 
rhythm games and workout exercises to move along to, all in 
time to songs pulled from a large catalogue of licensed music.
➜ Supernatural

❱ 18. MePlaylist
The Lagos-headquartered streaming service boasts 
Mathew Knowles (aka Beyoncé’s father) as president of 
global marketing, and offers a catalogue of music with 
a focus on African artists to users via freemium and 
premium subscription tiers. Key aims, Knowles says, 
include supporting local artists directly, and challenging the 
perception of African music in the West.
➜ MePlaylist

❱ 19. Uptune
One of the winners of this year’s Midemlab startups 
contest, Uptune is built for live musicians: it’s pre-calibrated 
for commonly used microphones and offers a virtual 
soundcheck to ensure balanced sound in every venue, and 
has a suite of services to organise bands, gigs and tours.
➜ Uptune

❱ 20. Yneuro
By monitoring a user’s EEG brain signals, Yneuro aims 
to understand a listener’s emotional response to music, 
and then map that to provide audio-visual content that 
provokes specific feelings. The technology can be integrated 
into headphones or AR/VR headbands – where music or 
audio could be personalised for each user’s experience.
➜ yneuro

❱ 12. Audigo Labs
Aimed at musicians, podcasters and video creators, ‘pocket-
sized recording studio’ Audigo is a hardware-software 
platform comprising a small cube-shaped microphone 
which connects wirelessly to the Audigo app and uploads 
recordings to Audigo’s cloud storage. Subscribers can then 
collaborate on their recordings in-app and share online, or 
export for further creative work.
➜ Audigo

❱ 13. Jazzed
No prizes for guessing which genre Jazzed prioritises, and 
the audio-video platform offers everything you’d expect 
from a modern DSP: free and paid tiers, an add-on on-
demand service with 5m tracks in HD lossless audio, and 
curated video content, including a TV channel, recordings of 
live jazz, and exclusive video content – all designed with the 
jazz aficionado in mind.
➜ Jazzed

❱ 14. Apex Rides
A physical exercise bike/digital workout classes platform 
similar to Peloton, Apex Rides is building music into the core of 
its offering from the start, collaborating with B2B firm 7digital 
to license and curate bespoke playlists of hit music for use on 
the system’s live and on-demand workout sessions.
➜ Apex Rides

❱ 15. Radiant
Radiant is your favourite music on Spotify, interspersed 
with chatter from an AI-powered virtual radio DJ called Rad, 
who has a likeably quirky human personality. Radiant offers 
DJ-like companionship, figures out the information you 
want to hear (like news, travel, and weather) – and delivers 
a personalised radio show featuring music you like.
➜ Radiant

❱ 16. Octi
Octi provides a contextual social AR layer for people: point 
your phone at someone, and their favourite music, videos and 
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trained thousands of industry professionals and artists in digital marketing and beyond.  
Providing daily insight to the major labels, tech platforms, indies, publishers, managers and 
more, Music Ally’s mission is to help the music industry embrace and use digital platforms 
to their full potential to build sustainable careers for artists across the globe. Publishing its 
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